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K-ESSENTIAL SUBGROUPS OF ABELIAN GROUPS III 
Jindrich HECVXR, Praha 
Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to continue the 
investigation of K-essential subgroups of abelian groups * 
begun in 111 and [2]. Essentially, the paper was motivated 
by some results of F.V. Krivonos 161. Here, we give the ne-
cessary and sufficient conditions for a subgroup K of the 
group G to be the unique N-NA K-high subgroup of G (se# 
Theorem 1.1), or the unique N-high subgroup of G (Theorem 
1.2). Further, there are investigated relations between N-K-
high subgroups of G when the subgroups N and K vary. 
Keywords: K-essential and essential subgroups; N-high 
and N-K-high subgroups. 
AMS: 20K99 Ref. 2.: 2.722.1 
0. Introduction. This paper develops the theory of K-
essential subgroups as it was introduced in til and [21. 
All groups considered in this paper are abelian. Concerning 
the terminology and notation we refer to [33fC41 and [1], 
[21. 
If Kc N are subgroups of a group G then & subgroup A, 
which is maximal with respect to the property AnN » K is 
said to be N-K-high in G (following Krivonos £61). 
For convenience, we are gping to introduce the follow-
ing definitions from til and 121. 
Definition 0.1. Let K be a subgroup of a group G. A 
subgroup N of G is said to be K-essential in G (and G is 
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said to be K-essential extension of N) if for each ge G\K the-
re exists an integer n>0 with ng€N\K. 
Definition 0.2. Let K be a subgroup of a group G. The set 
of all gfc G such that there is a square-free integer n>0 with 
nge K we call K-socle of G and denote by C*• Hence G is the 
socle of G (see [21). 
Definition 0.3. Let N be a subgroup of a group G. We deno-
te by X(N) the least subgroup from the set of all subgroups L 
such that N is L-essential in G (see 121). 
1. The uniqueness conditions. In this section there are 
given generalizations and supplements to the section 1 of £6J, 
all results, presented there, immediately follow from Theorem 
1.2. Further, Theorem 1.1 gives another condition equivalent 
to the assertions (i) - (vii), Proposition 1.3 tl]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let N and K be subgroups of a group G. Then 
K is the unique N-Nr\K-high subgroup of G iff either K * G or 
G/N is torsion,GKc N+K and ( K/KAN) *0 implies (K/Kn N) * 0. 
Proof. Let K be the unique N-Nn K-high subgroup of G. By 
1.3 [13, N is K-essential in G. Suppose that K4-G.Now, /N is 
torsion by 3.2 Ll],GKcN+K by 1.3 [21 and (K/KnN)p4:0 implies 
CN/KnN) = 0 by 2.2 til. 
I f K = G then obviously K i s the unique N-Nn K-high sub-
K G 
group of G. In the other c a s e , /KoN i s t o r s i o n , s ince / E 
i s s o . I f g i s nonzero element of G then e i t h e r ©4-ng6N f o r 
some n e W or g e G ^ . Let c ( g ) = pm, where p i s a p r i -
me and m 6 M • Now, o-fcmgc G c N + K and the group N + K i s 
e s s e n t i a l in G. Further, N i s K-essent ia l in N + K by 2 .2 
t i l and N + K i s K-essent ia l in G by 1 . 3 1 2 1 . Hence N i s K-
e s s e n t i a l in G by 1.5 t i l and K i s the unique N - N A K-high 
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subgroup of G by 1.3 [13. 
Theorem 1.2. Let N and K be subgroups of a group G. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) K is the unique N-high subgroup of G; 
(ii) N is K-essential in G and KnN « 0; 
(iii) K » 3C(N) and KnN = 0; 
(iv) Either N » 0 and K = G or there is a subset I o f f 
such that K = © n G n and N is an essential subgroup of so-
me K-high subgroup of G; 
p 
(v) Either N = 0 and K = G or /N is torsion and there is 
a subset R of P such that K » ® « G^ and N° « 
•ft 6 IP\~ P\TR 
.Proof. The assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent by 
1.3 H I . Further, (i) and (ii) imply K « 3C(N). Obviously, 
(iii) implies (ii). 
(iii)==> (iv)f(v). By 4.3 £23, either K =- G and N = 0 or
 G/N 
is torsion and there is a subset TRL of T such that K * 
S ^ 1 R G P and ®fP\lftG ^p^ c N# According to the remark af-
ter Proposition 1.3 £11, N is essential in some K-high sub-
group of G. 
(iv)==>(ii). If K-fcG then for every g € G \ K there is n e IN 
with ngeN\ K. 
(v) -=-=-» (iii). It follows from 4.3 £21. 
Lemma 1.3. Let NcN' be subgroups of a group G. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) A subgroup A of G is N-high in G iff A is N'-high in G; 
(ii) There is an N-high subgroup K of G that is simultane-
ously N'-high in G; 
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(iii) N is essential in N'. 
Proof: Easy. 
Theorem 1.4« Let K be an N-high subgroup o f a group G. 
Then N i s the unique subgroup of G such that K i s N-high i n 
G i f f N = J$> b Ĝ  for some subset R of the s e t -Cp e P } •fi e f\ P 
Gp = 0 C p 3 $ . 
Proof. Let N be the unique subgroup of G such that K 
is N-high in G. Since K is M-high in G for every K-high sub-
group M in G (see L51, p# 327), N is the unique K-high sub-
group of G. By 1.2, either N = G or N • J § R G P > where JR. 
is some subset of P . Further, N has no proper essential 
subgroup by 1.3 and hence N is elementary by 1.5 L2J. 
Conversely, suppose that N = JS^ G_ for some subset K. 
"V* €. K P 
of the set 4p € P ; G =- G £p3 } . Now, N is the unique K-
high subgroup of G by 1.2. If K is M-high in G for some sub-
group M of G then McN. Since M is essential in N by 1.3, 
M = N by 1.5 C2]. 
2. Comparing N-K-high and N-high subgroups. This sec-
tion, in general, investigates the problems arisen from Theo-
rem 4, L63. In particular, this theorem immediately follows 
from Proposition 2.5, presented in this section. 
Lemma 2.1. Let KcN and K'c N' be subgroups of a group 
G. If there is a N-K-high subgroup of G that is contained in 
some N'-K'-high subgroup of G then N'A KcNnK'. 
Proof: Easy. 
Proposition 2.2. Let KcN and K'c N' be subgroups of a 
group G. Then every N-K-high subgroup of G is contained in 
14 
some N'-K'-high subgroup of G iff for every ge N'\ K' the-
re is n c JM with ngc N A N \ K. 
Proof. Let every N-K-high subgroup of G be contained, 
in some N'-K'-high subgroup of G. If g£ N#\ K' then g is 
contained in no N-K-high subgroup of G. Hence < K,g > H N | K 
and there is n e M with ngeNnN'\K. 
Conversely, let A be a N-K-high subgroup of G. If g 6 
€ A A ( N ' \ K') then ngeNnN'\K for some n 6 JN • Hence ng e 
£ JlnN - K, a contradiction. Further, A A N ' C K' and conse-
quently (A + K')nN' = K'. The group A + K' is contained in 
some N'-K'-high subgroup of G. 
Theorem 2.3* Let Kc N and K'c N' be subgroups of a 
group G. Then the set of all N-K-high subgroups of G and the 
set of all N'-K'-high subgroups of G are identical iff 
(i) N A K ' - N'A K, 
(ii) N A N ' is K-essential in N, 
(iii) N A N ' is K'-essential in N'. 
Proof. Suppose that the set of all N-K-high and N'-K'-
high subgroups of G are identical. Hence N'o K - N A K * by 
2.1 and the assertions(ii) and (iii) follow from 2.2. 
Conversely, assume tltat the conditions (i) - (iii) hold. 
Then NnN*\K » N A N ' \ K ' . By 2.2, every N-K-high subgroup 
of G is contained in an N'-K'-high subgroup of G and conver-
sely. 
Proposition 2.4> Let K, K', N, N' be subgroups of a 
group G such that Kc K#, KcN and K'c N'. If every N-K-high 
subgroup of G is N'-K'-high in G then every N'-K'-high sub-
group of G is N-K-high in G. 
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Proof. By 2.1 and 2.2, N A K * NoK and Nr\N i s K -
essential in N'. Let g c N \ K . If A i s an N-K-High subgroup of 
Q then < gf&> n N'jjjK*. Hence there are mcN'vK*, ae A. and 
k € JN such that kg + a » m. Now, there i s n e N such 
that nkg + na • nmcNnN# \K. Consequently, nacAnN « KcK' 
and nkgcNnN'\K. The rest follows from 2 .3 . 
Let Kc N and H be subgroups of a group G. Then every 
N-K-high subgroup of G i s contained in some H-high subgroup 
of G i f f HAK = 0 and HnN i s essential in H. 
Proposition 2.5. Let Kc N and H be subgroups of a group 
G. The following are equivalent: 
( i ) A subgroup A of G i s H-high in G i f f A i s N-K-high in 
G» 
(ii) Every H-high subgroup of G is N-K-high in G; 
( i i i ) HnK =- 0, HAN i s essential in H and K-essential in 
N; 
(iv) Either K * N and H = 0 or there is a subset E o f f 
such that K « ©•* N_ and HnN is essential in some K-high 
4te!R P 
subgroup of N and essential in H; 
CT) The group K is contained„in the intersection of all H-
high subgroups of G and there is an essential subgroup H' 
of H such that N is a K-essential extension of H', 
Proof. The assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent by 
2.4, (i) and (iii) are equivalent by 2.3 and (iii) and (iv) 
by 1.2. The assertion (v) follows immediately from (i) and 
(iii). Conversely, (v) implies (iii). 
Notice that the intersection of all H-high subgroups 
of G is equal the group © G , where IK. is the set of 
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all primes p with Hp = 0 (see C61, prop. 9). 
Proposition 2.6. Let N and N' be subgroups of a group 
G. Then every N-high subgroup of G is contained in some N'-
high subgroup of G iff NriN' is essential in N'. 
Proof. It follows from 2.2. 
The following Proposition 2.7 completes the Lemma 1.3. 
Proposition 2.7. Let N and N' be subgroups of a group. 
G. The following are equivalent: 
(i) A subgroup A of G is N-high in G iff A is N'-high im 
G; 
(ii) Every N-high subgroup of G is N'-high in Gj 
(iii) NnN' is essential in N and in N'. 
Proof, From 2.3 and 2.4. 
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